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Rotational relaxation of CS2 in argon free jet was studied using laser-induced fluorescence~LIF!.
The rotational populations were obtained from LIF detection at 19 different points along the jet axis
from 3 to 15 nozzle diameters. On the basis of the energy gap power law, the master equation was
solved to fit the experiment results, and the two temperature-independent parameters in the law were
determined. The results show that the state-to-state relaxation cross sections vary as the inverse 1.7
power of the energy gap between the initial and the final states. The expressions for the state-to-state
relaxation cross sections and the rate constants were written. The relaxation cross sections decrease
with increasing temperature over the range of 2–60 K for the CS21Ar collision. © 1995 American
Institute of Physics.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Supersonic jet expansions of gases are the establis
sources for high intensity molecular beams and, therefo
have attracted extensive experimental and theoret
interests.1 Moreover, the free jet itself represents an intere
ing problem that has been subjected to continuous studie
people interested in aerodynamics and its applications.2

The study of the rotational relaxation of a polyatom
molecule in the free jet is of interest for two reasons. Fir
one would like, given the source conditions, to be able
predict the population of individual rotational level once th
expansion is terminated. Second, there is a hope that a b
understanding of both jets and the mechanism of rotatio
relaxation may emerge from these studies. For instance,
jet itself represents a unique environment because of
presence of very low energy collision, which can be dup
cated only with great difficulty in equilibrium experiments
but are important in unusual physical conditions as tho
prevailing in interstellar clouds.3 Several experimental tech
niques have been employed so far to study rotational rel
ation in free jets. The list includes electron beam induc
fluorescence,4 velocity distribution measurement followed b
energy balance to get the rotational temperature,5 molecular
beam laser-induced fluorescence,6 infrared absorption
spectroscopy,7 Raman spectroscopy,8 and finally Fourier
transform emission spectrometry.9

The merits and shortcomings of these techniques are
numerous to be discussed here. References 4–9, howe
may be divided into two categories. The first contains tho
involving the measurements averaged over the rotatio
states such as rotational temperatures, while the sec
group includes those in which populations of individual r
tational level have been measured.

The major theoretical efforts towards an understand
of rotational relaxation in free jets have been made us
thermodynamic sudden freeze and numerical integrat
models.10,11,12Since, in these models, a rotational temper
ture is assumed to exist throughout the expansion and al
constant characteristic rotational relaxation rate constan
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cross section is used, such an approach is obviously ina
equate for interpretation of experimental results which reve
that deviation from a Boltzmann distribution exists in the
population of individual levels, and that the rotational relax
ation rate constants and cross sections are temperature
pendent.

An alternative to the thermodynamic approach is the us
of kinetic model employing state-to-state rate constants. A
ter appropriate modeling of the expansion, the population
the individual rotational level may be calculated out through
out the expansion, by solving the master equation with th
state-to-state rate constants. The rate constants, howe
must be got from a large amount of computation based on
interaction potential between molecules. This calculation
severely restricted as the lack of knowledge about the inte
action potential.

Several empirical expressions of the state-to-state ra
constant have been proposed based on experimental res
such as the exponential energy gap law13,14 and the power
law.15 Appropriately adjusting the parameters in the expre
sions could yield the best description of the population evo
lution or the change of the rotational temperature along th
jet. This method has been used by Koura16,17 and Yamazaki
et al.18 to explain the dependence of the terminal rotationa
temperature of N2 on the stagnation pressures, where th
rotational temperature was derived from terminal velocit
measurement followed by energy balance.

Presented in this paper are the experiment results whi
makes use of laser-induced fluorescence~LIF! excitation
spectra to obtain the rotational population of CS2 and its
changes in argon free jet in a range ofX/D53–20 at a
stagnation pressure of one atmosphere~D is the nozzle di-
ameter,X is the axial distance from the nozzle orifice exit!.
The power law is employed to calculate the evolution o
rotational population by the method like Koura’s.17 Fitting of
the calculated results with the experiments gives almost
the information about the rotational relaxation of CS2 in Ar
free jet.
3617617/5/$6.00 © 1995 American Institute of Physics
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3618 Liu et al.: Rotational relaxation of CS2 in argon
II. RELAXATION KINETICS IN FREE JET

The relaxation of the rotational distributionPI5nI /n of
CS2 along the Ar free jet axis is described by the mast
equation18

U
dPI
dX

5naV̄(
J

~sJIPJ2s IJPI !, ~1!

where the rotation-rotation transition is neglected owing
the diluteness of CS2 in Ar ~n5(

I
nI!na!, nI andna are the

number density of CS2 in the i th rotational level and Ar,
respectively,U is the flow velocity,V̄ is the relative mean
velocity between collision partners,s IJ ~or sJI! is the cross
section for the rotational transitionI→J ~or J→I ! of CS2
due to collisions with Ar, and given by the power law17

s IJ5C~2J11!ue IJuexp~e IJ!K1~ ue IJu!uDEIJu2a, ~2!

whereDEIJ5EI2EJ is the rotational energy gap,e IJ equals
DEIJ/2kT, T is the translational temperature,K1 is the
modified Bessel function of the second kind, the paramete
C anda are slightly dependent on temperature and can
assumed constant in calculation.

The relation between the total molecular density and t
translational temperature in the jet axis is taken from th
isentropic flow equation,

n

n0
5S TT0D

1/~g21!

5S 11
g21

2
M2D 21/~g21!

, ~3!

here,n0 andT0 are the total molecular density and the tem
perature in the source gas, respectively,g is the heat capacity
ratio and taken to be 5/3, andM is the Mach number which
is a function ofX/D. The Mach number distribution along
the jet axis is adopted from the work of Anderson1 and Ash-
kenaset al.19 If reasonable values ofC anda in formula ~2!
can be chosen, the rotational relaxation kinetic rate consta
may be obtained by solving numerically the master equati
mentioned earlier above.

III. EXPERIMENT

Our supersonic jet apparatus is similar to those describ
by other authors in the literature except for the movab
nozzle. The supersonic jet was formed by expanding a m
ture of 5% CS2 in argon through a 0.5 mm room temperatur
pulse nozzle~General Valve! into the vacuum chamber
pumped by an oil-diffusion pump. The stagnation pressu
was 1 atm., the background and working pressure in t
chamber were 331026 and 231025 Torr, respectively, at a
repetition rate of 4 Hz.

A dye laser~Lambda Physik FL2002! of a line width of
0.2 cm21 pumped by an XeCl excimer laser with a puls
width of 20 ns irradiated the jet in the direction perpendicu
lar to the jet axis. The total fluorescence of CS2 was detected
by a photomultiplier~GDB56, Beijing! through an optical
image system which was so arranged that the fluoresce
from a small area near the jet axis could only be receive
The signal from the photomultiplier was preamplified, an
fed to the channelA of a Boxcar integrator~PAR 162/165!.
The output of a photodiode irradiated by the transmitted d
J. Chem. Phys., Vol. 102
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laser beam from the exit arm of the chamber was sent to th
channelB. The Boxcar was working onA/B mode. Scanning
the dye laser frequency, the averaged laser-induced fluore
cence~LIF! spectrum of CS2 by Boxcar was monitored and
recorded by a chart recorder. The operation of the nozzle an
the laser was controlled sequentially by a homemade puls
generator. The pulse width opening the nozzle was 2 ms.

The main difference between our apparatus and others i
that the nozzle position can be changed relative to the inter
section point between the jet axis and the dye laser beam, a
can be seen in Fig. 1. By turning the adjusting handle, the
nozzle which was connected to a stainless-steel bellow, coul
be moved within a range of 0–40 mm.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In order to get the evolution of the CS2 rotational distri-
bution along the expansion, we had obtained nineteen LIF
spectra of CS2 corresponding toÃ

1B2(150)2X 1Sg
1(000)

transition~352.5–352.6 nm! for different positions in the jet
within a range ofX/D53–15. For illustration, Figs. 2 and 3
are the LIF spectra of CS2 atX/D53 and 15, respectively. It
can be seen from these spectra that considerable cooling h
taken place as the spectrum in Fig. 3 is much simpler than
that in Fig. 2. The corresponding simulated spectra are als
given in each graph according to the known spectroscopic
constants, the Honl–London factor, and an assumed popula
tion. From these simulated spectra, the rotational distribution
and its evolution along the jet axis were obtained.

Now we are in a position to calculate the rotational dis-
tribution and its evolution through the expansion, and to fit
the calculated results with those of the experiments. In the
early stages of the expansion~usually negativeX/D!, the
translational temperature changes rather slowly and the co
lision rate is very high, the translational and rotational de-
grees of freedom are in a equilibrium. However, with the
expansion proceeding, and as a result of the decrease both
the number density and the translational temperature, the co

FIG. 1. Schematic framework of the movable nozzle:~1! sample gas;~2!
stainless-steel bellows;~3! flange;~4! supporting frame;~5! pulsed nozzle;
~6! adjusting handle;~7! guide body.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3619Liu et al.: Rotational relaxation of CS2 in argon
lision rate begins to fall, the equilibrium between the tran
lational and rotational degrees of freedom as well as th
between the individual rotational states will no longer exis
the master equations have to be solved.

For solving the master equation~1!, we must consider
the coupling effect of vibration-rotation relaxation on th
evolution of rotational distribution, because the vibration
rotation relaxation process enriches the rotational populatio
Fortunately, from the analysis of the vibrational structures
the LIF spectra of CS2 at room temperature and in the super
sonic jet, we can conclude that there appears to be no cha

FIG. 2. A comparison of the experimental~upper panel! and simulated
~lower panel! laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectra of CS2 centered
at 28 362.9 cm21 in the Ar free jet forX/D53.

FIG. 3. A comparison of the experimental~upper panel! and simulated
~lower panel! laser-induced fluorescence excitation spectra of CS2 centered
at 28 362.9 cm21 in the Ar free jet forX/D515.
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of CS2 vibrational population even though the rotational tem-
perature is cooled significantly as the jet proceeds, which
implies that the vibration-rotation coupling effect could be
neglected in our experiment. Of course, this is obviously
reasonable because the vibrational relaxation takes muc
more collisions than the rotational relaxation.

The rotational population at the starting point (X0/D) of
calculation can be obtained from the Boltzmann equation
with the rotational temperature setting equal to the transla
tional temperature. In practice, the starting point was varied
in order to check the stability of the calculated results. Typi-
cal value ofX0/D521 was used in the calculation. The
calculated results of rotational population are illustrated in
Figs. 4 and 5 forX/D53 and 15, respectively. It emerges
from the fit of the calculated populations and the experimen-
tal results that if the rotational transition probability de-
creases with the 1.7 power of the difference between the
initial and the final rotational states, the theoretical predic-
tions agree well with the experimental results fromX/D53–
15 throughout the expansion. To our knowledge, this is prob
ably the first experiment to detect the evolution of the
molecular rotational populations point-by-point along the jet
axis, not only for CS2, and to check the theoretical results
with experiments. Now, some information about the rota-
tional relaxation can be obtained from the calculation.

FIG. 4. Rotational population of CS2 atX/D53 in free expansion. The lines
show calculated results based on a power law dependence of transitio
probabilities on the energy gap. The points are experimental values.

FIG. 5. Rotational population of CS2 at X/D515 in free expansion. The
lines show calculated results based on a power law dependence of transitio
probabilities on the energy gap. The points are experimental values.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3620 Liu et al.: Rotational relaxation of CS2 in argon
The rotational distributions in the free jet are one of ou
concerns. Figure 6 shows the relative rotational distributio
of CS2 at X/D53, 5, 8, and 15, respectively, where the
closed signs show the experimental results and the op
signs represent the theoretical prediction. It can be seen
Fig. 6 that the population becomes more and more no
Boltzmannian as the free jet proceeds. This is in agreem
with the results of diatomic molecules reported by othe
authors.20,21

The state-to-state transition cross sections are the fun
mental result, which can be written as the following formul
based on our calculation:

s IJ55.94310243~2J11!

3UDEIJ

2kTUexpS DEIJ

2kT DKI S DEIJ

2kT D uDEIJu21.7~cm22!,

~4!

whereDEIJ5EI2EJ is the energy gap between the initia
stateI and the final stateJ. The relaxation rate constant

kIJ5V̄s IJ5S 8kTpm D 1/2s IJ ,

wherem is the reduced mass of CS2 and Ar. From this for-
mula, the relaxation cross section and the rate constant
any couple states could be obtained. Taking the lowest tra
sition 2→0 as an example, shown in Fig. 7, the order ofs220
is 10216 cm2 which is close to the hard sphere collision cros
section, meaning that the rotational relaxation is very effe
tive in collision. The temperature dependence ofs220 and
k220 in the range of 2–60 K proves the assumption for th
relaxation of the diatomic molecules.

The rotational temperatureTR which is used in thermo-
dynamic models can be defined as

TR5(
I

PIEI

k
5(

I

I ~ I11!PIB,

whereB is the rotational constant. Figure 8 showsTR and
translational temperatureT as a function ofX/D. The result
can be compared with the sudden freeze model which h
been used to describe a variety of rotational relaxation pr

FIG. 6. Rotational distributions in free expansion where the closed sig
represent the experimental values, and the open signs represent the va
from calculation. The solid linear lines are fitted to linear patterns for ea
distribution at lowerJ.
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cesses, and where it was assumed that during the early st
of expansion, the translational and rotational degrees of fr
dom remain in thermodynamic equilibrium~i.e., TR5T!.
This situation persists until a certain critical point, where t
collision frequency becomes sufficiently low, andTR freezes,
giving the terminal rotational temperatureTR

`. Figure 8
shows quite clearly that considerable deviation from th
type of behavior occurs. Of course, the primary limitation
the sudden freeze model stems from the fact that the ro
tional relaxation is described in terms of Boltzmannian tem
perature, and hence contains no information concerning
non-Boltzmann behavior of the rotational distributions.

The rotational collision numberZR defined by

ZR5tRs tS 8kTpm D 1/2na
is an interesting physical quantity, wheretR is the rotational
relaxation time ands t is the CS21Ar hard sphere collision
cross section taken to be 40 Å2.22 The rotational relaxation
time is defined by

ns
lues
h
FIG. 7. The temperature dependences of the cross section~solid! and rate
constant~dashed! for the transition CS2(J52)1Ar→CS2(J50)1Ar.

FIG. 8. Rotational temperature along the free jet axis in comparison with
translational temperature. The rotational temperature was calculated acc
ing to the expressionTR5(

J
J(J11)PJB, where uR is the characteristic

rotational temperature, andPJ is the population at levelJ.
, No. 9, 1 March 1995
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3621Liu et al.: Rotational relaxation of CS in argon
tR5~T2TR! / @U~dTR /dX!#,

where

U
dTR
dX

5(
I

U
dPI
dX

EI

k
,

andU(dPI /dX) is given by Eq.~1!.
ZR for our experiment presented in Fig. 9 is an increas

ing function ofT which is consistent with the usual assump
tion. The overall rotational relaxation cross section
sR2T5s t/ZR is also given in Fig. 9, which increases with
the decrease of temperature, implying that, in the low tem
perature region, the attractive forces between collision pa
ners may take a more important role than the repulsiv
forces.

In conclusion, the present work provides a direct mea
surement of the CS2 rotational population and its change
along the Ar free jet. Using the energy gap power law, th
master equations were solved with fitting to the experiment
measurements. The results show that the state-to-state re
ation cross sections are proportional to the inverse 1.7 pow
of the energy gap between the initial and the final states. T
formula expressing the state-to-state relaxation cross sectio
and rate constants are presented which provide almost all
information about the rotational relaxation of CS2 in Ar
free jet.

FIG. 9. The temperature dependencies of the collision numberZR ~solid!
and the effective overall relaxation cross sectionsR2T ~dashed! for the
CS21Ar collision.
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